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A082704 ski carrier NOVA 4  EUR  206,00
Ski and snowboard carrier attachment, set for 4 pairs of skis or 1 snowboard and 1 pair of skis, lockable dirt
catch protects against dust and dirt.
Total width approx. 570 mm, loading area approx. 400 mm, depth of rubber pad approx. 60 mm. Some
bindings on boards or skis require greater distances to the vehicle roof. In the Nova basic equipment, the
adapters are included.
This carrier attachment is suitable for square support tube 32 x 22 mm or aluminum profiles and is not to be
used with the original railing of the vehicle manufacturer.
This ski rack is only to be used in combination with suitable roof racks. Roof racks are not included in the
scope of delivery, please order separately. This ski carrier is an universal item and not a vehicle-specific
product. Please note the technical data in the respective vehicle documents!

A082706 ski carrier NOVA 6  EUR  248,00
Ski and snowboard carrier attachment, set for 6 pairs of skis or 2 snowboard and 1 pair of skis, lockable dirt
catch protects against dust and dirt.
Total width approx. 780 mm, loading area approx. 610 mm, depth of rubber pad approx. 60 mm. Some
bindings on boards or skis require greater distances to the vehicle roof. In the Nova basic equipment, the
adapters are included.
This carrier attachment is suitable for square support tube 32 x 22 mm or aluminum profiles and is not to be
used with the original railing of the vehicle manufacturer.
This ski rack is only to be used in combination with suitable roof racks. Roof racks are not included in the
scope of delivery, please order separately. This ski carrier is a universal item and not a vehicle-specific
product. Please note the technical data in the respective vehicle documents!

CA02145 window deflectors  EUR  68,80
Front wind deflector for the side windows of the driver and passenger door, made of high-quality acrylic glass.
The wind deflectors are easy to clean, car wash resistant and have an aerodynamic function. Due to the
tension-free deformation methods used during manufacture and careful quality control, the manufacturer
grants a ten-year guarantee on these items made in Germany (observe the manufacturer's guarantee
conditions). Unless otherwise stated, including general operating permit (ABE).
Set consisting of two front wind deflectors in smoke gray.- Without approval for Switzerland!

CA02146 window deflectors  EUR  47,59
Wind deflector for the side windows of the two rear doors, made of high-quality acrylic glass. The wind
deflectors are easy to clean, car wash resistant and have an aerodynamic function. Due to the deformation
methods used during manufacture and careful quality control, the manufacturer grants a ten-year guarantee
on these items made in Germany (observe guarantee conditions). Unless otherwise stated, the rear wind
deflectors do not require registration!
Set consisting of two rear wind deflectors in smoke gray.

CR02008 skirt protector  EUR  99,00*
stainless steel, 48 mm, incl. Component Test Report.
Vehicle specific mounting instruction as well as mounting material are included in scope of delivery.
Limitations and mounting instructions from the technical certificate must be followed exactly. Mounting
approval through inspection authority is obligatory and may may result in additional expenses.
Installation note: Work is also required underneath the vehicle. Therefore, a platform is required for assembly.

IP00645 Park distance control system fronttail  EUR  259,00
Frontrear parking system with four radio-controlled sensorsLCD display. It is not necessary to lay cables inside
the vehicle. The sensors can be paintedinstallation is easy.
Please note: This item cannot be extended to the version with eight sensors!
This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

IP00645FH Park distance control system fronttail  EUR  476,00
Parking system for the frontrear with eight radio-controlled sensors 18/16 mm in diameter, analog speed
signalLCD display. Master module manages frontrear module, variable installation of the sensors, can be
plugged in for outside installation, straightangle adapters included, with rear assembly installation flush with
the bumper (no caps visible), with included painting device for sensorsadapter solutions, displayintegrated
loudspeaker, hitch, Programmable spare wheelsensor range, volume, sound signaldisplay color adjustable.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

KL04285 Dog Ramp XL  EUR  223,00
Dog ladder in XL, innovative ramp loader, tripple telescopic, high grade mix of alloyplastic. "SuperGrip" on
running surface for safe step. The ramp is infinitely adjustable. Angled surface area with foamed cushion. Inkl.
fixation belt for stowage if not in use. Makes it easier to get inoff nearly every car. Load capacity up to 85 kg
when shared by 4 pads, steplessly variable83 to 183 cm, width 41 cm, stow dimension (W x L x H in cm)
approx. 41 x 83 x 12, weight approx. 7, 6 kg.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.
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NL00242 seat heater  EUR  99,00
Seat heating, universal for backseat areas, inclusive electrical kitround switches with two stages. Due to
carbon technic easy to fit to the surfaces.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product. Only for cars without glued seat
surfaces!

PE01807 bumper strips  EUR  27,45
plastics PUR, edition rounded-rounded, for front and rear. Mounting via adhesive, dimensions L/W/H in mm:
355/49/11. Included in delivery: strip set consisting of 2 pieces with double-faced adhesive tape and mounting
instruction. Universal item, not vehicle specific!

PE02134 mirror covers  EUR  9,90*
ABS, chromed, set, 2 pieces

PE02135 rear door strip  EUR  29,00*
stainless steel, high gloss polished

VM01542E parking sensor for frontrear  EUR  119,00
with four sensors each 14 mm, LED bar displayacustic signal.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

VM03571 Park distance control system fronttail  EUR  89,00
with four ultrasonic sensors, applicable for frontrear, adjustable sensitivy of sensors, acoustic signal, shipment
includes control unit, buzzerwiring. For for vehicles with 12V DC only.
<b>Please note:</b> This is a universal itemnot a vehicle-specific product.

VMRBP216 Rear Bumper Paint Protector  EUR  29,00*
Bumper protection made of high quality ABS plastic, black, CNC milled for a perfect fit, attachment with double-
sided adhesive tape from 3M. The original RGM loading sill protection can be fitted quickly and easily. Easy-to-
understand telegram-style assembly instructions are included with the delivery.

* Remnants - partially limited stock. Exclusive accessories at a radically low price. Offer only available while stock lasts.

All prices in EUR including VAT. Delivery is ex works, excluding shipping costs. Errors, omissions and intermediate sale without notice.
For all goods and services shall apply our currently valid general terms and conditions. Updated: 26.4.2024
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